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Abstract: The challenge in creating better biomimetic tumor models lies in capturing the 3D 

morphology, heterogeneity, and complex microenvironment architectures in vivo. Recent developments 

in microfluidic techniques enable to addition of more physiologically relevant cues, such as long-term 

gradient stability, continuous perfusion, and patterning of cell layers as stratified co-cultures. Here we 

introduce the OrganoPlate®, a microfluidic platform that allows reproducible inclusion of different 

components of the tumor microenvironment such as extracellular matrix components, supporting and 

immune cells, flow, and perfused vasculature. Mimetas organ-on-a-chip platform is based on a 

microtiter plate footprint, harboring up to 96 culture chambers, and fully compatible with high content 

screening (HCS), including fluorescent and luminescent readout. OrganoPlate microengineered 

physiological systems can mimic complex environments and allow for quantitative and reproducible 

characterization of the modeled tissue with (patho)physiological significance and ultimately predictive 

drug response. We propose using the 3D tissue modeling in Organoplate® platform to improve 

efficiency in the drug development pipeline and personalized tumor models for phenotypic drug 

screenings. 
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